The purpose of this article is to introduce and study a relativistic motion whose acceleration, in proper time, is given by a white noise. Beginning with the flat case of special relativity, we deal with the case of general relativity, and we finally consider closely the Schwarzschild geometry example. 
Introduction
Several authors, mathematicians and physicists as well, have been interested for a long time in studying a stochastic relativistic process.
To our knowledge, the first treatment in the case of special relativity is due to R.M. Dudley, in [D1] , [D2] , [D3] , [D4] .
In the flat case of special (or restricted) relativity, that is to say in the flat Minkowski space R 1,3 , considering processes together with their 4-velocity, as is necessary, it is proved in [D1] that the invariance under Lorentz transforms forces any relativistic Markov process to have a Markovian velocity component. This velocity process, which lives on the hyperbolic pseudo-sphere of R 1,3 , must in turn be a mixture of Brownian and Poisson motions living on the pseudo-sphere. In particular, the only true relativistic diffusions must live on the pseudo-unit tangent bundle of R 1,3 and have a Brownian 4-velocity component.
Then it is proved in [D3] that these relativistic processes asymptotically go to infinity in some random direction of R 3 .
There has been some attempts to deal with the general relativity, see for example [C] , [H] , [K] , [M] , but they did not seem to lead to a simple definition allowing to study basic examples.
Let us now summarize the content of this article.
We consider only diffusions, namely continuous strong Markov processes. We start, in Section 2 below, with the flat case of Minkowski space R 1,d , and therefore with the Brownian motion of its unit pseudo-sphere, integrated then to yield the only true relativistic diffusion, according to [D1] . We get then its asymptotic behaviour, somewhat simplifying the point of view of [D2] . Moreover we give an expression for the random scattering performed by a relativistic diffusion path with given initial energy, and compute the Laplace transform of its law.
In Section 3 below, we present an extension of the preceding construction to the framework of general relativity, that is to say of a generic Lorentz manifold. The process is first defined at the level of pseudo-orthonormal frames, with Brownian noise only in the vertical directions, and projects into a diffusion on the pseudo-unit tangent bundle. The infinitesimal generator we get in Theorem 1 decomposes into the sum of the vertical Laplacian and of the horizontal vector field generating the geodesic flow.
In Sections 4 and 5, we deal in detail with the Schwarzschild space, which is the most classical example of Lorentz manifold, used in physics to model the space outside a black hole or a spherical body.
Using the symmetry, and introducing the energy and the angular momentum, which are constants of the geodesic motion, we reduce the problem to the study of a degenerate three-dimensional diffusion. We then establish with Theorem 2 below and its delicate proof, that almost surely, the diffusion either hits the central region or wanders out to infinity, both events occurring with positive probability. We prove also in Theorem 2 that almost surely, conditionally to the non-hitting of the central region, the relativistic diffusion goes away to infinity in some random asymptotic direction, asymptotically with the velocity of light. Then we prove in Theorem 3 that almost surely, conditionally to the hitting of the central region, the relativistic diffusion reaches the essential singularity at the center of the hole within a finite proper time.
We show then in Theorem 4 that the story can be continued further ; namely, the Schwarzschild relativistic diffusion, a priori defined till its hitting of the center of the hole (the essential singularity of the full Schwarzschild space), can be extended to a diffusion which crosses this singularity. This extended diffusion reaches soon the restricted Schwarzschild space again, where it evolves as before, but maybe running backward in time (as an antiparticle, instead of a particle). Thus such hole crossing can happen then again and again, but without accumulation, so that the extended Schwarzschild relativistic diffusion is well defined for all positive proper times.
A relativistic diffusion in Minkowski space
Let us consider an integer d ≥ 2 , and in the canonical space R
1,d
+ , endowed with coordinates (S, X) ∈ R + × R d , the so-called mass hyperboloid H := {S = |X| 2 + 1 } , which is the positive time part of the unit pseudo-sphere with respect to the Minkowski pseudo-metric, and is a model for the d-dimensional hyperbolic space. We consider the motion of a point with unit mass at rest, and denote its trajectory by s −→ ξ s = (t(s), x(s)) ∈ R + × R d . Its 4-velocity is H-valued and assumed to be Brownian. Therefore we have :
The Euclidian trajectory Z(t) is defined by x(s(t)) , id est Z = x•t −1 = [x(s) → t(s)] . Let us note that the Euclidian velocityŻ(t) =θ s th ̺ s indeed has norm < 1 , which here is the velocity of light.
Remark 1 Proof It is well known that ̺ s almost surely goes to +∞ . Hence almost surely lim s→∞ coth ̺ s = 1 , whence for any large enough s :
s .
ds e 2̺s − 1 converges almost surely. ⋄ Easy estimates yield then the following approximation result on the asymptotic behaviour of the relativistic Brownian trajectory in the Minkowski space.
Proposition 1 The mean Euclidian velocity Z(t)/t converges almost surely to some random elementθ
, 1[ , for large enough random s p , and for s > s p :
(where we have replaced the hyperbolic cosinus by the exponential, and absorbed, by the term ±u p in the exponent, the error made so, the terms before du , and the term σw u ). By performing the integrations, this gives :
or (changing p if necessary) :
Lemma 1 ensures the almost sure convergence ofθ s ≡ σ Θ
towards some random variableθ ∞ ∈ S d−1 . Moreover, by the iterated logarithm law applied to (Θ t ), we have almost surely for large s :
We deduce that for all p ∈] 1 2 , 1[ , we have almost surely for s > s p :
Remark 2 Writing x in polar coordinates : x s = r s θ s , we deduce from the preceding proof that :ṙ s = e
Asθ s sh ̺ s =ẋ s = r sθs +ṙ s θ s , we deduce that for any p ∈] 1 2 , 1[ :
Scattering
Let us consider here the so-called scattering, that is to say the spherical deviation observed during a travel going away to infinity. To handle a more tractable and observable random variable, we consider a Euclidian version α of this spherical deviation, transported from sphere to flat space by a most classical stochastic procedure.
To be precise, we consider first a generic path of the preceding relativistic diffusion, parametrized by its proper time s running R + (its the absolute time also runs from t(0) = 0 till t(∞) = ∞), and we condition its law on the energy at 0 (that is to say on the valuė t(0), which is necessarily > 1). Then we consider, associated with this generic path, the spherical scattering amplitude fromθ 0 toθ ∞ , which by the beginning of Section 2 has the law of σ Θ The Lie algebra so
corresponding to the set of symmetric elements of so(1, d) , which do act on e 0 , and so(d) being the set of antisymmetric elements of so(1, d) , without action on e 0 , id est so(d)
Let us observe moreover that we can see (e 1 , ..,
The only intrinsic pseudo-metric on vertical vectors is the Killing form of so(1, d) , for which the V j are orthogonal, are orthogonal to the antisymmetric component so(d) , and have constant squares (equal to 2(1 − d) in pseudo-norm).
Lemma 2 The vertical Laplacian operator
, and for any test-function F on T 1 M :
ε j e k j e l j = g kl , we deduce immediatly :
which reduces to the formula of the statement in the particular case of a function depending only on (x, e 0 ) . This shows indeed that ∆ v (F • π 1 ) is still a function depending only on (x, e 0 ) , which is the first assertion of the statement. ⋄ 
Proof Let us observe that for any u = (x, e 0 , .., e d ) ∈ SO 1,d M , if (u s ) denotes the horizontal curve such that u 0 = u and π * u 0 =ẋ 0 = e 0 , then (π 1 (u s )) is the geodesic generated by π 1 (u) = (x, e 0 ) . Hence for any differentiable function F on T 1 M , we have
The relativistic motion we consider is still a point with unit mass at rest, having trajectory s −→ ξ s , which moves in such a way that its velocity vectorξ s be Brownian with variance σ 2 > 0 .
Precisely, let us fix
, and let us consider the diffusion u = (u s ) ∈ SO 1,d M which solves the following Stratonovitch stochastic differential equation :
Remark 5 The equation ( * ) means that for any test-function F on SO 1,d M , we have the following Itô formula (as for example in ( [IW] , chap.V, Theorem 1.2)) :
, with e j = e k j ∂ ∂x k , the equation ( * ) writes :
In the Itô form, this gives :
Remark 7 The equation ( * ) can be expressed intrinsically, in Stratonovitch or in Itô form, by using the covariant differential D , which is defined in local coordinates (
., e d (s) , the equation ( * ) is indeed equivalent to :
See for example ([B] , page 30) or ( [E] , page 427).
. This is the process we are interested in.
When M is the Minkowski flat space of special relativity, it coincides with the diffusion defined in Section 2 above (see Remark 8 below).
The stochastic flow defined by ( * ) commutes with the action of SO d on SO 1,d M , and therefore the projection (ξ s ,ξ s ) is a diffusion on T 1 M . Indeed, applying Remark 5 to the function F • π 1 , for any test-function F on T 1 M , and Lemma 2 and Remark 4, we get immediatly the following existence and construction result for our relativistic diffusion (ξ s ,ξ s ) . 
The restricted Schwarzschild space
This space is used in physics to model the complement of a spherical body, star or black hole ; see for example [DF-C] , [F-N] , [L-L] , [S] .
We take M := ξ = (t, r, θ) ∈ R × [R, +∞[×S 2 , where R ∈ R + is a parameter of the central body, endowed with the radial pseudo-metric :
The coordinate t represents the absolute time, and r the distance from the origin.
In spherical coordinates θ = (ϕ, ψ) ∈ [0, π]×(R/2πZ), we have |dθ| 2 = dϕ 2 + sin 2 ϕdψ 2 , the geodesics are associated with the Lagrangian L(ξ, ξ) , where
and the non-vanishing Christoffel symbols are :
The Ricci tensor vanishes, the space M being empty. The limiting case R = 0 is the flat case of special relativity, considered in section 2 (see Remark 8 below). There is no other radial pseudo-metric in M which satisfies these constraints.
Remark 8
The case R = 0 is the (flat) case of special relativity studied in Section 2.
Proof Using Remark 1 and Theorem 1, we just have to check that in the present case the vertical Laplacian is actually the hyperbolic Laplacian. Now, owing to the triviality of the tangent bundle and according to Remark 3, this vertical Laplacian is here merely the restriction to the unit pseudo-sphere H of the Laplacian on the Lorentz group, induced by the "boost" transformations, and then is indeed the Laplacian of the hyperboloid H . ⋄
The stochastic differential system in spherical coordinates
Let us take as local coordinates the global spherical coordinates :
The equation ( * ) (see Remark 6) writes then as the following system of Itô stochastic differential equations :
and for j ∈ {1, 2, 3} : 
in accordance with Lemma 2. It has rank 3 : we have indeed Kge 0 = (e 0 t e 0 −g −1 )ge 0 = 0 , since t e 0 ge 0 = 1.
Energy and angular momentum
We shall use widely the angular momentum b := r 2 θ ∧θ , the energy a :
, and the norm of b : b := | b| = r 2 U , with U := |θ| .
Set also T :=ṙ , and accordingly
Standard computations yield the following :
Proposition 2 1) The unit pseudo-norm relation writes
In particular, the parameter s is precisely the so-called proper time.
2) The process (r s , a s , b s , T s ) is a degenerate diffusion, with lifetime D, and infinitesimal generator
Equivalently, we have the following system of stochastic differential equations :
with quadratic covariation matrix of the local martingale
We get in particular the following statement, in which the dimension is reduced.
Corollary 2 The process (r s , b s , T s ) is a diffusion, with lifetime D and infinitesimal generator
We have the following result (similar to Lemma 1) on the behaviour of coordinate a s .
Lemma 3 There exist a standard real Brownian motion w s , and a real process η s , almost surely converging in R as 
So that we have almost surely (as s → ∞ , when D = ∞) :
s ds < ∞ almost surely. Consider then the standard real Brownian motion w defined by dM a s = σ a 2 s − (1 − R/r s ) dw s , and the process η defined by the formula in the statement. We have :
and then for any s < D :
which converges almost surely to a finite limit as s ր D , since almost surely for all
Study of timelike geodesics
The case σ = 0 corresponds to geodesics ; precisely it is the case of timelike geodesics having speed 1. The equations we obtained above are here simplified as follows :
Integrating this last equation (after multiplication by r ′ s ) leads simply, up to some constant, to the unit pseudo-norm relation t e 0 ge 0 = 1 :
or equivalently to :
The equations relative to ϕ s and to ψ s yield easily a real constant k such that :
They are equivalent to the equation (r 2 θ ′ )
(This is also a consequence of Lemma 5 in Section 5.1 below, taking there σ = 0 .) They are also equivalent to the constancy of the angular momentum b . This means in particular thatθ = −U 2 θ − 2(ṙ/r)θ along geodesics, and therefore that every geodesic is included in some plane containing the origin {r = 0} .
Set u := 1/r and P (u) := (1 − Ru)(1 + b 2 u 2 ) . The variation of P as r increases from R to ∞ is as follows :
to a 2 − 1 , where
, +∞ [ ,
is integrable near a simple root of a 2 − P (1/r) , but not near a double root.
Hence, using the relation (r ′ ) 2 = a 2 − P (u) (which does not allow any value for r 0 ), we get the following classification of timelike geodesics. (See [L-L], $ 100, problems 1,2, for a partial resolution).
1. P monotone Case 1.1 : b ≤ R √ 3 and |a| ≥ 1 : a 2 − P has no root, so that (s → r s ) runs, in one direction or in the other one, an increasing trajectory from R to +∞ , slowing down (in the increasing case) till the limit speed √ a 2 − 1 . In the particular case |a| = 1 , we have
) : a 2 − P has a simple root, so that (s → r s ) runs a bounded trajectory, which has 2 ends at R, and increases firstly then decreases, with a unique maximum at R 0 ∈]R, ∞[ . r 0 > R 0 is impossible. Case 1.3 : b = R √ 3 and a 2 = P (u 1 ) = 8/9 : a 2 − P has a triple root at 1 u 1 = 3R , so that we have here either a geodesic which runs monotonically (during an infinite time) the interval [R, 3R[ , in one direction or in the other one, or a geodesic included in a circle (centred at 0) of radius 3R. Indeed, it is easily verified (looking at r ′′ ) that such circular geodesics correspond precisely to multiple roots of a 2 − P . r 0 > 3R is impossible.
P non-monotone
Case 2.1 : b > R √ 3 and a 2 ≥ max{P (u 1 ), 1} , a 2 > P (u 1 ) : a 2 − P has no root, so that r ′ does not vanish and we are brought back to the case 1.1, except that there is an acceleration phase on the interval r ∈ ]
[ , and we are brought back to the case 1.2. Case 2.2.2 : b > R √ 3 and P (u 1 ) < a 2 < 1 : a 2 − P has a unique (simple) root, r
, ∞[ , and we are brought back to the case 1.2, alternatively with acceleration and slackening phases, the unique maximum being here at R 2 . Case 2.3 : b > R √ 3 and a 2 = P (u 1 ) ≥ 1 : a 2 − P has a double root at {r = 1 u 1 } (and no other root), so that the trajectory (s → r s ) needs an infinite time to reach this level. Such geodesics run monotonically, in one direction or in the other one, either the interval [R,
, ∞] . There are again here also geodesics included in a circle (centred at 0) of radius
[ ; we are brought back to the case 1.
runs an unbounded trajectory the 2 ends of which are at ∞, with a unique minimum at R 1 . In this last subcase we have r s ∼ |s| √ a 2 − 1 (and even r s = |s|
2 > 1, and r s ∼ (9Rs 2 /4) 1/3 if a 2 = 1. Such (projection of) geodesic runs approximately a parabola or a branch of hyperbola.
Case 2.5.1 : b > R √ 3 and a 2 = P (u 1 ) < 1 : a 2 − P has a double root at {r = [ , in one direction or in the other one, and on the other hand (projection of) geodesics which run (during an infinite time) from
via a unique maximum at R 2 . Again, there are also here geodesics included in a circle (centred at 0) of radius
Case 2.5.2 : b > R √ 3 and a 2 = P (u 2 ) : a 2 − P has a double root at {r = 1 u 2 } and a simple root at r = R 0 < 1 u 1 . Hence we are brought back to the case 1.2 if r 0 ∈ [R, R 0 ], and we have also centred circular geodesics of radius
Case 2.6 : b > R √ 3 and P (u 2 ) < a 2 < min{P (u 1 ), 1} : a 2 − P has 3 distinct simple roots, so that r ′ vanishes at r = R 0 ∈]R,
, ∞[ ; we are brought back to the case 1.
oscillates periodically, increasing from R 1 to R 2 then decreasing from R 2 to R 1 , running approximately an ellipse.
Note that the set of limiting radii 
Asymptotic behaviour of the relativistic diffusion
We saw in the previous section that in the geodesic case σ = 0 five types of behaviour can occur, concerning the trajectory of (r s ) ; it can be : -running from R to +∞, or in the opposite direction ; -running from R to R in finite proper time ;
-running from +∞ to +∞ ;
-running from R to some R 1 or from R 1 to +∞, or idem in the opposite direction ;
-running indefinitely in a bounded region away from R.
The stochastic case σ = 0 can be seen as a perturbation of the geodesic case σ = 0 ; however the asymptotic behaviour classification is quite different. 2) Both events in 1) above occur with positive probability, from any initial condition.
3) Conditionally to the event {D = ∞} of non-reaching the central body, the Schwarzschild relativistic diffusion (ξ s ,ξ s ) goes almost surely to infinity in some random asymptotic direction of R 3 , asymptotically with the velocity of light.
In the proof of this theorem, below, we shall use the following very simple lemma.
Lemma 4 Let M · be a continuous local martingale, and A · a process such that
, for some real Brownian motion W , we find almost surely some ε > 0 and some This delicate proof will be split into six parts.
Let us denote by A the set of paths with infinite lifetime D such that the radius r s does not go to infinity. We have to show that it is negligible for any initial condition x = (r, b, T ) = (r 0 , b 0 , T 0 ) belonging to the state space [R, ∞[×R + × R .
The cylinder {r = 3R/2} plays a remarquable rôle in Schwarzschild geometry. In particular, it contains light lines. We see in the following first part of proof that we have to deal with this cylinder.
(i) r s must converge to 3R/2 , almost surely on A .
Observe from the unit pseudo-norm relation (Proposition 2, 1) that |T s |/a s is bounded by 1. Let us apply Itô's formula to Y s := (1 − 3R 2 rs ) T s /a s :
with some local martingale M having quadratic variation : 
This implies the almost sure convergence of 1 −
3R 2rs
+ 3R 2 4r 2 s r s , and therefore of (1/r s ) .
Since lim

s→∞
(1/r s ) cannot be 0 on A , we have necessarily lim s→∞ r s = 3R/2 almost surely on A , from the convergence of
(ii) b s /a s converges to 3R √ 3/2 , and T s /b s goes to 0, almost surely on A .
Indeed, Itô's formula gives (for some real Brownian motion w)
Since by the unit pseudo-norm relation we have has also to converge, necessarily to 0, since otherwise we would have an infinite limit for T s , which is clearly impossible on A. The value of the limit of b s /a s follows now directly from this and from (i).
(iii) We have almost surely on A :
Let us write Itô's formula for
) 2 :
where M · is a local martingale having quadratic variation given by :
Note moreover that in this case
is also negligible with respect to
On the other hand, we must have lim inf
Therefore we deduce from Lemma 4 that necessarily M ∞ < ∞ , and then that M s has to converge, almost surely on A . 
has to converge almost surely on A as s → ∞ , necessarily to 0 since it is integrable with respect to s .
On the other hand we have for some real Brownian motion W ′ · , by Itô formula :
Recall from (i) that Indeed, assuming that these 2 integrals are finite, Itô's formula shows that we have for some real Brownian motion W ′′ · :
) by (iv) and (ii)) are bounded converging processes on A . Whence lim s→∞ T 2 s = ∞ almost surely on A , which with (iii) above implies that A must be negligible. 
with a local martingale M 1 · having quadratic variation :
Note that by Schwarz inequality, (iii) above implies that Using the first assertion of (iv), observe that lim Finally, the integrability of T 2 t b t and the second convergence of (iv) imply the second bound in (v) above :
This concludes the proof of the first assertion in Theorem 2.
2) r s → R and r s → ∞ occur both with positive probability, from any initial condition.
Let us use the support theorem of Stroock and Varadhan (see for example ([I-W],
Theorem VI.8.1)) to show that the diffusion (r · , b · , T · ) of Corollary 2 is irreducible. Since we can decompose further the equations given in Proposition 2 for (r · , b · , T · ) , using a standard Brownian motion (w · , β · , γ · ) ∈ R 3 , as follows :
we see that trajectories moving the coordinate b · without changing the others, and trajectories moving the coordinate T · without changing the others, belong to the support of (r · , b · , T · ) . Moreover we see from Section 4.3 that there are timelike geodesics, and then trajectories in the support, which link r to r ′ , and then considering the velocities also, which link say (r, b ′′ , T ′′ ) to (r ′ , b ′′ , T ′′′ ) . So, for given (r, b, T ) and (r ′ , b ′ , T ′ ) in the state space, we can, within the support of (r
, and finally move (r
This implies that it is enough to show that for large enough r 0 , T 0 , the convergence to ∞ occurs with probability ≥ 1/2 , and that for r 0 close enough from R and T 0 negative enough, the convergence to R occurs with probability ≥ 1/2 as well. Now this can be done by a classical supermartingale argument using the process 1/|T s | , stopped at some hitting time. Indeed we see from Proposition 2 that
is a local martingale. : r s increases on {0 ≤ s < τ } and then we see that 1/|T s∧τ | is a supermartingale, which implies that
and then that P( lim s→∞ r s = +∞) ≥ P(τ = ∞) ≥ 1/2 .
Conversely take r 0 ≤ 3R/2 , T 0 ≤ −2 , and τ ′ := inf s > 0 T s = − √ 2 : r s decreases on {0 ≤ s < τ ′ } and then we see that 1/|T s∧τ ′ | is a supermartingale, which implies that
This concludes the proof of the second assertion in Theorem 2.
3) Existence of an asymptotic direction for the relativistic diffusion, on {D = ∞} .
We want to generalize the observation made in Section 2 for R = 0, see Proposition 1.
Recall from Lemma 3 that it does not matter for this asymptotic behaviour whether we consider the trajectories as function of s or of t(s) (id est as viewed from a fixed point).
We shall use Proposition 1 and Remark 8, to proceed by comparison between the flat Minkowski case R = 0 and the Schwarzschild case R > 0.
Let us split this proof into four parts. (ii) The perturbation of the Christoffel symbols due to R is O(r −2 ) .
Recall from the beginning of Section 4 the values of the Christoffel symbols Γ i jk . Denote byΓ i jk the difference between these symbols and their analogues for R = 0, which is a tensor, has only five non-vanishing components in spherical coordinates, and then is easily computed in Euclidian coordinates (x 1 = r sin ϕ cos ψ ; x 2 = r sin ϕ sin ψ ; x 3 = r cos ϕ) :
we findΓ (iii) The stochastic parallel transport converges, almost surely on {D = ∞}.
Let us denote by ← − ξ (s) i j the matrix carrying out the inverse parallel transport along the
We have
so that, using (ii) above and |T s | ≤ a s :
Hence, using (i) above, we conclude that the Schwarzschild stochastic parallel transport (like its inverse ← − ξ (s)) admits a finite limit as s → ∞ , almost surely on {D = ∞}.
(iv) End of the proof.
Let us consider η
This is a continuous process living on the fixed unit pseudo-sphere T
Recall from Remark 6 that (for 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ 3 )
Therefore we get
Observe that, for any s ≥ 0 , η s ,ẽ 1 (s),ẽ 2 (s),ẽ 3 (s) constitutes a pseudo-orthonormal basis of the fixed unit pseudo-sphere T 1 ξ 0 M . Hence we find that the velocity process η · defines a hyperbolic Brownian motion on this unit pseudo-sphere T 1 ξ 0 M , by Remark 8. Now, according to Section 2, Proposition 1 and Remark 2, we know that η s /a s converges almost surely as s → ∞ towards (1, 1,θ ∞ ) (in coordinates (t, r, θ)), for some randomθ ∞ ∈ S 2 , exponentially fast.
Using (iii) above, we deduce thatξ s /a s , converges almost surely as s → ∞ towards (1, 1,θ ∞ ) , for some randomθ ∞ ∈ S 2 . This means also that the relativistic diffusion seen from a fixed point, that is to say the implicit trajectory Z · := (t s → (r s , θ s )) , sees almost surely its velocity dZ t /dt converging towards (1,θ ∞ ) , 1 being here the velocity of light.
Moreover, this shows a posteriori that T s goes to +∞ and that r s ∼ a s as s → ∞ , and then that the convergences in (i) and in (iii) above occur exponentially fast, so that it must be the same for the convergences ofξ s /a s and dZ t /dt . This allows to integrate, to get finally the generalization of Proposition 1 and Remark 2 to the relativistic diffusion. This ends the whole proof of Theorem 2. ⋄
The full Schwarzschild space S
The full Schwarzschild space S can be defined by the Eddington-Finkelstein atlas (see [DF-C] , [F-N] , [M-T-W] , [S] ) as follows : two charts Φ ± of the form (u ± , r, θ) map two overlapping domains S + and
2 . Φ + and Φ − are repectively called the outward and inward chart.
The gluing condition on S + ∩ S − is given by the identity :
and the metric is defined by the following expression, which is compatible with the gluing condition :
Note that (t, r, θ) maps isometrically the region {r > R} ⊂ S + ∩ S − on the restricted Schwarzschild space, and that there we have
So S is composed of two open domains, the restricted Schwarzschild space {r > R} and the hole {0 < r < R}, with boundaries glued along two cylinders (Φ ± ) −1 (R×{R}×S 2 ), which we can view as {r = R , t = −∞} and {r = R , t = +∞} respectively, and a non-removable singularity at {r = 0}.
Note that in the hole {0 < r < R}, unit tangent vectors can be directed inward or outward, depending on the sign ofṙ , and that in the restricted Schwarzschild space {r > R} they can be directed forward or backward in time. On the boundary {r = R , t = +∞} they can be inward and forward, or outward and backward. On the boundary {r = R , t = −∞} they can be inward and backward, or outward and forward. In both cases, they can also be tangent to the boundary, ifṙ vanishes (in which case a necessarily vanishes too). Let us denote by A this last peculiar part of T 1 S .
Observe that the Kruskal-Szekeres diagram (see for example [M-T-W] , figure 31.4.b) describes a two-fold covering manifold of the manifold S . Indeed its regions II and IV cover the hole, the region II being inward and the region IV being outward. Similarly, Regions I and III are two copies of the restricted Schwarzschild space. At each point of the Kruskal-Szekeres diagram there is a canonical choice for the forward light cone, so that particles and antiparticles (which evolve backward in time) take place in distinct regions of the diagram. Whereas on the space S there is no such canonical choice, meaning that particles and antiparticles evolve jointly in this same space. This is also related to the model proposed by Fuller and Wheeler in 1962 (see [M-T-W] , figure 31.5.b).
Diffusion in the full space S : hitting the singularity
We follow the same route as in the restricted Schwarzschild space, to define the relativistic diffusion on
The energy and angular momentum are extended to T 1 S by setting
The definition of a is compatible with the gluing. As before we set T :=ṙ and b := | b| = r 2 U . Recall that a and b are constant along geodesics. Note that the unit pseudo-norm relation writes
or equivalently, as before :
We apply then Remark 6, to get the Itô stochastic differential equations of the relativistic diffusion in the full Schwarzschild space : 
This system of stochastic differential equations defines the diffusion up to the hitting proper time of the singularity {r = 0}, henceforth denoted by D ′ .
As before, we have a reduced diffusion (r s , a s , b s , T s ) , solving the following system of Itô stochastic differential equations :
We have then the same generator as before for the degenerate diffusion (r s , a s , b s , T s ), and a fortiori for (r s , a s , T s ), (r s , b s , T s ), which are again autonomous degenerate diffusions (with minimal dimension).
From the pseudo-norm relation, we see that T s cannot vanish in the region {r < R}. As r s enters this region necessarily almost surely with derivative T D < 0 (indeed |T D | = |a D | > 0 by Lemma 3), r s is then necessarily strictly decreasing. More precisely, we have the following. 
and 
We have g ′ (r) = ( Let us write again the unit pseudo-norm relation : near D ′ it writes
Integrating this, we get immediately, for s sufficiently close to
which means the first equivalent in the statement (3). The second equivalent follows at once by using again the unit pseudo-norm relation. This proves (3).
As a consequence, we deduce at once that
To establish the non-explosion of a s , let us rewrite its stochastic differential equation with two independent real standard Brownian motions w, β :
a s ds , and consider
for some real standard Brownian motion W · . The equivalent seen above for r s near D
′
shows the almost sure convergence of the integral
, and then by the above formula, of a s as ր D ′ .
The same equivalent again shows the almost sure integrability ofu
which finally proves the convergence of u 
for some standard real Brownian motion β · , which is independent of (r · , b · , T · ) .
To perform the computations, let us use the basis (u, v, k) of R 3 defined by :
Then dθ = (u cos ϕ − k sin ϕ) dφ + v sin ϕ dψ −φ 2 θ + 2 vφψ cos ϕ − uψ 2 sin ϕ ,
so that the last two terms in the expression of d
T sψs ds − 2 cotg ϕ sφsψs ds
Observe now that the definition of b = r 2 U implies
Therefore, expressing all in the basis (θ s ,θ s /U s , θ s ∧θ s /U s ) , we get
that is to say the formula of the statement, with dβ s := r s U −1
s . Now it is straightforward to verify (from the covariation matrix given about the beginning of Section 5.1, before Theorem 3) that
which shows that indeed β · is a standard Brownian motion and is independent from (r · , b · , T · ).
To establish the last assertion of the statement, we deduce from this expression for d Otherwise, there exist timelike geodesics included in the cylinder {r = R} : going back to Section 4.3, and taking a = 0 < |k| < b , we find easily such solutions, which satisfy
. This is to be compared with Proposition 3 below, and completes for the space S the picture of timelike geodesics we made in Section 4.3 for the strict Schwarzschild space.
We have then the following intrinsic characterization of the radius R in the space S : R is the minimal radius which can be reached by a timelike geodesic which does not hit the singularity.
Remark 11
The equivalents for r s , T s in Theorem (3,3) can be precised further. Indeed, using the stochastic differential equation of T s and the iterated logarithm law, together with the equivalents already obtained, we find the following asymptotic expansions near D ′ : we have almost surely, as s ց 0 :
and
5.2 Regeneration through the hole : entrance law after D
′
Since the diffusion can hit the center {r = 0} of the hole, its paths can be extended through the region {0 < r ≤ R} in the outward direction. Thus we have to define for the diffusion on S a family of entrance laws above the singularity {r = 0}. First of all let us precise the structure of the boundary of T 1 S , that is to say of the boundary above {r = 0} : in fact we see from Theorem 3 that T 1 S has above {r = 0} a natural inward boundary and a natural outward boundary, which can be identified with R×{( u, v) ∈ S 2 ×S 2 | u⊥ v}×R * + ×R , by means of the coordinates (u
Note that we choose to change the sign ofθ too, to preserve b , as geodesics do.
This allows to identify both boundaries in such a way that a differentiable inward path ending at {r = 0} can be continued by a differentiable outward path beginning at {r = 0}, so that the R 3 -valued curve rθ is differentiable at any point. In particular, geodesics are thus well defined for any proper time, and there are geodesics which cross indefinitely the center {r = 0}, namely those which are described in case 1.2 (and are met also in cases 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.5.2, and 2.6) of Section 4.3. For generic values of parameters (a, b, k), such geodesics are dense in some disk of R 3 (centred at 0).
Let G denote the generator of the relativistic diffusion, acting on C 2 (T 1 S) . Theorem 3 allows us to extend the relativistic diffusion to a continuous strong Markov process on T 1 S ∪ ∂T 1 S, provided we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4 The martingale problem associated with G , restricted to the outward part of the unit tangent bundle above the hole, has a unique solution, starting at any point of
Remark 12 Note that this diffusion will necessarily enter the restricted Schwarzschild space, through one of the boundaries {r = R , t = ±∞}, depending on the sign of a at the exit of the hole. Through the boundary {r = R , t = −∞}, one can think of the particle case, while through the boundary {r = R , t = +∞}, one can think of the antiparticle case. Then it evolves as before, till absolute time t = ∓∞, and thus can either go away to {r = ∞}, or come back to {r = R} to start another excursion in the hole, and so on.
Proof of Theorem 4 1) To establish this, we need a system of stochastic differential equations relative to the whole relativistic diffusion (ξ s ,ξ s ), and not only to its projection (r s , b s , T s ) on the coordinates (r, b, T ). Recall that the whole relativistic diffusion (ξ s ,ξ s ) lives in a 7-dimensional space. For our purpose the following system of coordinates is convenient : (r, θ, u
Now we have the following simplification : we can recover the coordinate u − from the other ones by integration, since its value is fixed at the origin. Hence, to recover the whole relativistic diffusion (ξ s ,ξ s ), it is sufficient to get the reduced diffusion (r s , a s , b s , T s ), and to recover (θ s ,θ s ) conditionally from (r s , a s , b s , T s ). 
where T = T (r, a, b) := a 2 + ( . In other words, we consider here the radial coordinate r as an alternative time coordinate. Then (ã r ,b r ) has to be a time inhomogeneous diffusion on R × R * + started from (a 0 , b 0 ) and with infinitesimal generator
Conversely, given such a diffusion, the inverse time change yields a diffusion with generator L ′′ . Therefore it is enough to prove existence and uniqueness for theL-diffusion stopped at r = R . Now it is well known since Itô that a sufficient condition is locally boundedness and continuity of the coefficients of the associated stochastic differential equation, together with a local Lipschitz condition on these coefficients with respect to (ã,b) . Now the term r 2 /b causes no trouble sinceb 0 = 0 and since the proof of Theorem (3,2) insures thatb r stays in R * + , and then we observe that (ã 2 − 1 + R r ) T goes to 0 as r ց 0 , and that T −1/2 , T −1 , and their derivatives with respect to (ã,b) , stay bounded as well ; indeed (for example)
3) It remains to prove that we can recover (θ s ,θ s ) conditionally from (r s , b s , T s ), once (θ 0 ,θ 0 ) is fixed, in a unique way. Now Lemma 5 displays the equation we have to solve. To solve it, let us complete the equation of Lemma 5 into a linear system in the variables
by adjoining the equation dθ s = U s (θ s /U s ) ds , and the following one (immediately deduced from Lemma 5) :
So we get a linear differential system : dV s = V s dA s , where the matrix-valued differential dA s is given by :
Note that this differential system can be equivalently written in the Stratonovitch form dV s = V s • dÃ s , where the matrix-valued differential dÃ s is given by :
so that any solution takes its values in the rotation group.
Let us solve this linear equation by means of the following series :
To justify that, let us choose on the space of (3, 3)-matrices the Euclidian operator norm, and fix C = C(ω) ≥ 1 , measurable with respect to (r · , b · , T · ), such that for
we have :
this is possible by Theorem 3. Let us suppose that
where G denotes the σ-field generated by the reduced diffusion (r · , b · , T · ) . Then we have
Since the series
converges, this shows by induction that the series
almost surely converges in L 2 , conditionally with respect to the reduced diffusion (r · , b · , T · ) .
As to the unicity of this solution, note that any other solution V ′ s must satisfy for any n ∈ N * :
we get (with the L 2 -norms understood conditionally as above) :
This concludes the whole proof of Theorem 4. ⋄
Remark 13
The measure λ := dr da dT is L-invariant (the generator L was introduced in Proposition 2). Indeed, the computation of the adjoint L * λ of (the restriction to (r, a, T ) of) L with respect to this measure λ shows that L * λ 1 = 0 . Precisely, it is, in coordinates (r, a, T ) :
Observe that this adjoint generator is formally deduced from L simply by changing T into −T (see Proposition 2), and that we have also dλ(r, b, T ) = (1 − R r ) b a r 2 dr db dT . This measure λ is the projection on coordinates (r, a, T ) (or (r, a, T )) of the Liouville measure of the tangent bundel T 1 S of the full Schwarzschild space.
The relativistic diffusion started from any initial condition
We know from Theorem 1 that the relativistic diffusion can start from any initial condition (r 0 , T 0 , a 0 , θ 0 , b 0 /b 0 ) in the full Schwarzschild space. Its behavior (till hitting the center of the hole {r = 0} ) is described in Theorems 2 and 3 for r 0 > R . It is still described in Theorems 3 for {r 0 ≤ R , T 0 < 0} : the center {r = 0} is soon hit decreasingly. If {r 0 ≤ R , T 0 > 0} , then (for the same reason as for Theorem (3,1) ) the boundary {r = R} of the restricted Schwarzschild space {r > R} is soon hit increasingly, and moreover the restricted Schwarzschild space itself is almost surely hit, as is clear from the following proposition, which concerns the peculiar region A of T 1 S (introduced at the beginning of Section 5, before Section 5.1), and treats the remaining case {r 0 = R} . Proof The first assertion is immediately seen from the equations for (r s , T s , a s ) displayed in Section 5.1. The second is clear for r 0 > R , from Lemma 3 (which proves that a D = 0). It is also clear that for r 0 = R and T 0 = 0 (and then a 0 = 0), we are immediately brought back to the case r 0 = R . We already observed above that the case {r 0 ≤ R , T 0 < 0}, according to Theorem (3,1), leads to the center {r = 0}.
So we are left with the case {r 0 < R , T 0 > 0}, which (again as already observed above) leads to the level {r = R}, by a strict increase of r s . Let us use this monotonicity to take the radial coordinate r as new "time"-parameter, as in the proof of Theorem 4, so that, so parametrized, the diffusion (r, a, b) reduces by one dimension but becomes inhomogeneous. Now the ellipticity of such inhomogeneous diffusion (ã r ,b r ) is well known (it follows for example from Theorem 1.1.3 in [F] , based on Malliavin calculus) : the law of (ã r ,b r ) (started at "time" r = r 0 < R ) is necessarily absolutely continuous at any r ∈]r 0 , R[ . Likewise (by simple change of variable) for (T r ,ã r ) . Considering then the invariant measure λ = dr dT da associated with the reduced diffusion (r s , T s , a s ) (see Remark 13 above), we observe on one hand that λ(A) = 0 , while on the other hand, using that A is absorbant and that the hitting time D R] (the reason for this last assertion is exactly the same as for its analogue in Theorem (3,1)) ; at this moment it enters again the restricted Schwarzschild space {r > R}, at absolute time t = ∓∞ (according to the sign of a), and evolves (forward or backward in absolute time t) as before, according to the same infinitesimal generator G.
Moreover, the R 3 -valued curve (s → r s θ s ) is differentiable at any proper time s, whereas the R-valued curves (s → u 
The relativistic diffusion for all positive proper times
We saw in the preceding sections that the relativistic diffusion is well defined on a Since at time D 2 (if finite) the restricted Schwarzschild space {r > R} is hit again, the story of the relativistic Brownian particle goes on in the same way as before, and allows us to define by induction the following sequence of hitting proper times : for any n ∈ N * we set Recall that (according to Lemma 3) during every excursion outside the hole {r ≤ R}, the diffusion can have its absolute time coordinate t = t s strictly increasing from −∞ to +∞ or strictly decreasing from +∞ to −∞ (this case can be seen as the antiparticle case), depending on the sign of a at the exit of the hole.
The following result insures that the extended relativistic diffusion is indeed well defined for all positive proper times. e −x 2 /2 dx √ 2π ≤ 12 σ √ 2π √ c ε e −1/(12 σ 2 c ε) . ⋄
